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Steps for trip to Russia for
2018 FIFA World Cup Russia

1) Ticket to one or more games of tournament
You could book tickets by yourself on the web: http://www.fifa.com/worldcup/
Or you could book our FIFA tour pack with a ticket to the Game / Games.
2) Russian Fan ID
According to the Russian law, to visit Russia without Russian visa as a Football fan during the FIFA World Cup championship
on June-July 2018 you will need to get the official Russian Fan ID. If you book a FIFA tour pack, we could fulfill the
application, apply and get FAN ID for you. We will need for that a photocopy of your travel passport.
3) International transport tickets to Russia
You could get Russia by any kinds of transport -by airplane, bus, train or other. If you book our FIFA tour pack with
international transport we will provide these transport tickets to you no less than 2 weeks of the departure date.
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4) Official registration upon arrival in Russia
According to Russian immigration law you will need to make the official Registration upon the arrival. If you book a FIFA
tour pack, we could fulfill the application, apply and get Registration for you. We will need for that a photocopy of your travel
passport and immigration card from the Russian border authorities.
5) Accommodation in a host Russian city
Accommodation should be booked in advance and your itinerary in Russia should correspond with Games tickets you have. If
you book a FIFA tour pack, we will provide itinerary for Russian authorities and accommodation in every Russian host city.
6) Transportation around Russia between host cities
Tournament will take a place in 11 Russian cities. They are quite far away from each other. You need to organize your
transportation much earlier before the trip. If you book our FIFA tour pack, we will book all transports for every city , so you
do not have to worry about the lack of internal transport’s tickets.
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7) Cultural program and excursions in host cities
World Cup days in Russia will be very fulfilled with the tourists and football fans. Between tournament’s games you will have
time for exploration of Russia, but it’s necessary to organize it in advance. If you book our FIFA tour pack, we will provide in
advance to you possible itineraries, so you do not have to worry about the lack of time.
8) International transport tickets from Russia
Your back trip from Russia should correspond with your itinerary. If you book our FIFA tour pack, we will provide in advance
to you the depart tickets from Russia.
Please note:
Although you don’t need to get Russian visa as a football fan according to FAN ID, you could be checked by the Russian
border authorities for compliance to immigration law and safety rules. Your itinerary should correspond with the purpose of
the trip. All documents for the trip should be properly collected.

